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Smart Launcher 3 Pro unlocks the full potential of Smart Launcher. Exclusive features, even more settings and total control of the category system + Double tap the icon to launch the second application + Your list of applications is automatically sorted by categories + Search Bar for quick search in applications, contacts and web + Messages on the home screen + Turn off the
screen by double tapping or simply leaving your device on a flat surface + Integrated lock screen with messages + Highly customizable. Tons of themes and lock screen, support for almost all icon packs + Plugin architecture. You can download and activate the features you want Smart launcher provides a new Android experience focused on efficiency and customizable. A new
simple home screen showing what's important. All applications are sorted by category. All you need is that you can perform your daily tasks faster and easier.  Best Android Launcher 2020 - Android Central  Best Android Launcher 2020 to customize - Tom's Guide  Best Android Launch App for 2020 Efficiency - Android Headers  Top 10 Launchers - Android Authority, Tech
Radar  Playstore Best App 2015 - Google -----West IN SMART LAUNCHER:• Automatically sorting appsApps is automatically categorized, you no longer have to spend time organizing your badges! The benefits of automatically sorting apps have also been recognized by Apple, which introduced it to its app library in iOS 14.• Ambient themeSmart Launcher automatically changes
theme colors according to your wallpaper.• Designed for one-handed use has moved the items needed for the most interaction at the bottom of the screen, where they are easier to achieve.• SettingsSmart Launcher is fully customizable. Now you can change each color of the smart launcher theme, unlocking endless color combination capabilities. Changing fonts on the home
screen, choosing among thousands of fonts from Google Fonts.• Smart Search Smart Launcher search engine allows you to quickly find contacts and apps or perform activities such as searching the web, adding a contact or performing a calculation.• Responsive iconsFormat icons presented with Android 8.0 Oreo are fully supported and available for any Android device!
Responsive icons mean not only customizable shapes, but also beautiful and large icons!• Gestures and hotkeysBoth gestures and hotkeys are supported and customizable. You can turn off the screen by double-tapping or show the notification panel with a swipe.• The built-in weather clock widget The built-in widget has been redesigned to display information such as alarm, next
event and weather.• The On-screen notificationSmart Launcher will now show you which apps have active notifications without requiring an external plugin to be downloaded. This makes this feature more stable and reliable.• Ultra-immersive modeY present you hide the navigation pane in the launcher to maximize screen space.• Protect your appsYvies can hide the apps you
want and if you want to save save Secret, you can protect them with a PIN.• The choice of wallpaperSmart Launcher includes a very effective choice of wallpapers, allowing you to choose between many sources of photos. You can also back up your wallpaper before you try a new one!-----salge launcher - a community!-----s based project that is regularly updated with new features
to support the latest Android APIs and new devices. You can join our community and learn how to become a beta tester at this link: Happy Holidays from smart launcher team. We have great news for 2021, stay tuned! At the same time, we have introduced some improvements in SL 5.5.- Fixed a problem that prevented the installation of some picture as wallpaper;- Thumbnails in
wallpaper selectors always mimic the aspect ratio of the device; - Samsung system icons now work as responsive icons (you may need to reset the icon package to see any changes).- Fixed a bug that caused some rockchip products to crash at the beginning of the app.- Fixed other minor bugs. SL 5.5 is finally here!- Scrolling categories- Editable themes- Custom fonts- Parallax
wallpapers- Variable icon label sizesBuilding 34- Folders now have a more modern look and animation.- If you set the folder column number to Auto, the system will automatically select the best location depending on the icons in the folder. SL 5.5 finally here!- Scrolling categories- Editable themes - Custom fonts - Parallax wallpapers- Unified appearance icon for home page and
application page - Variable icon labels - New color palette - Reorganized settings - 5 new adapt forms - Selected photos adapted to adaptive forms - New menu for accessing all premium featuresAny-31-bufix SL 5.5, finally here!- Scrollable Categories - Editable Themes - Custom Fonts- Parallax Wallpapers- Unified Appearance Icon for Home Page and Application Page - Variable
Icon Labels - New Color Palette - Reorganized Settings - 5 New Adaptive Shapes - Featured Images Adapted responsive shapes - New menu for accessing all premium featuresBuilder 2 8-bufix build 43 - Performance improvements: Launch time is now 50% shorter - Fixed a bug that caused unexpected behavior when loading a Google feed - Fixed a bug that led to that the next
panel never works in Indonesia – While the changes are blocked , the launcher prevents applications from being removed using the search page. - Other minor changes. SL 5.4 Build 36- Fixed a bug that caused some misbehavior when running certain apps from the top screen.- Fixed a performance issue that caused some anticipation before opening the wallpaper screen;- Fixed
a problem that caused manual icon editing to look a little different than others;- Icons on the home screen now updated faster; A big upgrade is in the works. For more information read here: build 34- Fixed bug that caused some icons not to be properly loaded- Fixed Samsung resizebuild 32 widgets- Improved integration with Icon Pack Studio 2- Improved memory memory
Improved Google Bar integration.- Shortcut icons are now correctly reproduced.- Fixed a bug that caused different icon sizes in the drawer at the same time.- SL is now more accurate when it reports widget sizes (useful for cut widgets). - Improved integration with Icon Pack Studio 2- Improved memory management.- Improved integration of Google Bar.- Shortcut icons are now
properly rendered.- Fixed a bug that caused different icon sizes in the drawer at the same time.- SL is now more accurate when reporting widget sizes (useful for re-acting widgets). - Some improvements to the news page; Build 29- some minor improvements to wallpaper, themes and performance-NEW - Added two options to the screenshot tool - fixed weather issues. Google's
old, outdated weather API has been replaced by premium weather APIs available to all of our users for free. No action is required to install a new weather API in SL.- fixed issues of incompatibility with older versions of Android- updated translations - When trying to remove a category, now SL helps you move the app in it in another category- Fixed bug related to search app by
index - New: now you can choose desktop style in Settings -&gt; Theme- Improvement: SL now works much better with KLWP- Improvement: vertical wallpapers are no longer enlarged- Improvements: if you search and select a contact by its phone number, now SL will call the same phone number. - Updated translations - We have fixed some problems with relation to honeytray
layouts and arches. Now they are considered stable.- Desktop layout is also available to free users! You can access the honeycomb layout from the -&gt; Home screen -&gt; Layout -&gt; Layout- Custom fonts are now better supported- When you apply a theme, you can now apply its wallpapers to the lock screen as well. - Fixed several bugs that caused SL to crash when adding
shortcuts or using the search feature. Build 012 - Fixed a bug that caused SL to crash on some devices;- Improved support for responsive icons;SL 5.4 here! More than 40,000 lines of code have been changed and most of the launcher has been moved to Cotlin. - Now you can create folders and smart folders on the application page (FP required)- You can enable notifications for
icons on the application page (FP required)- Biometric API to protect applications on Android 10Full changelog: Build 011- fixed, but this has caused SL to crash on some 5.4 5.4 devices here! More than 40,000 lines of code have been changed and most of the launcher has been moved to Cotlin. - Now you can create folders and smart folders on the application page (FP
required)- You can enable notifications icons on the application page (FP required)- Biometric API to protect applications on Android 10Full changelog: build 20- Fixed bug that caused SL to crash when editing iconsbuild 19- Added integration integration the upcoming icon pack studio;- Fixed bug fixes and updated build translations 18- Fixed an issue that prevented backups from
being visible on the backup screen;- Fixed a problem that caused home screen widgets to disappear under certain circumstances;- Fixed an issue that caused icons to be added multiple times to the home screen; build 016- The notification listener service now restarts, when it was killed by the system - Fixed the color problem of the navigation bar on some devices - Optimize
multiple threads - Fixed a problem that prevented the new SL Bridge from working with SL- Updated translations - Ambient theme is now updated when changing live wallpapers;- Target version of SDK updated to Q;- Improved animation when opening Google Now content;- News on the news page now report the correct publishing time;- Fixed issue which caused the same icon
that has been added multiple times to the home screen;Other minor fixes Build 10Varic improvements and fixesSmart Launcher 5.3Full changelog: or suggestions? Join our community at Build 7:Fixed clock, which isn't updated on some devicesSmart Launcher 5.3- Finally, you can add Google Now/Discovery to your Smart Launcher home screen!- New search page: more modern
design, much faster, with fuzzy searches- Folders can now have variable number of columnsFul-variable blog: or suggestions? Join our community in Build 050- Bug Fixes and Optimizations - Fixed an issue that caused the search engine to misuse; Widget Collection 048- Rounded! This option uniformizes the style of all your widgets. Enable it in settings → Widget page - New
design for backup activity;- New design for activity on the theme/lock screen;- Faster loading of the news page;- Switch to a new code with a screen (R8); Widget Collection 048- Rounded! This option uniformizes the style of all your widgets. Enable it in settings → Widget page - New design for backup activity;- New design for activity on the theme/lock screen;- Faster loading of
the news page;- Switch to a new code with a screen (R8); Say hello to SL 5.2! (fine-tuning in process)1 Modular page systemEach launcher page can be moved or enabled/ disabled: Settings -&gt; Page Manager2 News page2 News of the day on the home screen3 Blur effect (Settings → Global)4 Redesigned menu5 New tools for finding malware and suspicious appsPrespiration
-&gt; Smart Fix -&gt; Suspicious advertising/Non-release applicationsBuy our community to stay in the updated - Package 2018 renamed Feature Pack 2018-2019. This will be the only feature package available during 2019 and will be updated with new features throughout the year.- Fixed some bugs reported in previous version - new: you can access some shortcuts by long
pressing the app icon on the app page (Android&gt;7.1, only supported apps);- improved: improved scroll reactivity and faster faster to the search page- improved: introduced a new weather icon for light rain.- corrected: index search no longer shows duplicate letters.- corrected: photos from internal memory are now correctly shown on Samsung-corrected devices: the weather
widget no longer disappears. Assembly 127:- Fixed option stack at the bottom; Build 126: - Very important performance improvements. Scrolls and wipes should be 80-90% more fluid, even slower devices should show smoother animations now. Please if you do not see improvements or if you see that something is not working properly, contact us! build 120-bugfixbuild 119-
Search Bar now provides results in the app! (US only, for now);- New app launcher animation;- Ambient theme is now automatically updated when changing live wallpapers (requires Android 8.1);- Improved RTL language support;- Fixed bug that caused deep shortcuts to disappear;- Many other fixes and performance improvements; - Improved weather accuracy;- Fixed
clock/data overlap issues;- Migration to Androidx libraries;- Some live wallpapers can now use ambient theme (android 8.1 and above only);- Order installation time now working properly;- Now dock is properly deleted when you've turned off the search page;- Updated translations; - Now you can change the color of the search bar text even when it is integrated into the docking
category bar labels turn black when using ambient theme and light wallpaper - Fixed unstable flower/cell layout - Fixed problem, which led to sl crash when opening wallpaper picket - Adaptive icons now look sharper on certain circumstances– Fast handling of installation/update/deletion events - Job profile apps are now hidden when the work profile is disabled - Fixed some
accidental crashes on Huawei devices - Fixed some accidental crashes. on low memory devices- Now you can disable the search page- Other minor fixes and improvements Say hello to the SL 5.1 theme!- Light theme (install very light wallpapers to enable it)- Search page uses ambient theme and can be opened by holding up- Floating search bar now supports Ambient-
Restored theme notification system - Touch gestures better integrated with scrolling page - Android 9 Pie API (turn off screen , Notch)- New functionality showcase your home screen (available from favorites)Read more: Say hello to sl theme 5.1!- Theme light (install very light wallpapers, to enable it)- The search page uses ambient theme and can be opened by slipping up-
Floating search bar now supports Ambient theme- Restored notification system - Touch gestures better integrated with scrolling page- Android 9 Pie API (turn off screen , notch)- New showcase your home screen functionality (available from - Updated translations for non-Latin languages.- Fixed a problem that has occasionally prevented the ability to add an icon - Various
interventions to reduce ANRs speed - You can use Google Assistant as a search engine (Premium Users Only)- You can install Open Weather Map as a weather provider (Premium Users Only)- Various bugs fixed – You can use Google Assistant as a search provider (Premium Users Only)- You can install Open Weather Map as a weather provider (Premium Users Only)- Various
bugs fixed – Important performance improvements. Scrolling should now be much smoother, and the memory usage below;- The search page has been improved with a new algorithm;- Fixed a bug that caused the inability to add widgets or icons in certain situations;- Settings Stack underneath and Disable page scrolling know to work properly;- Fixed some problems caused by
shortcuts to double-tap on the home page; - Restored Folder Settings (Settings → Home page → Folder)- Restored minimum mode (Settings → Global)- Working applications are now correctly marked - Improved sunrise/sunset accuracy - Improved memory management - Now the navigation panel is playing correctly on the LG G6- Fixed bug, which caused the number of
notifications to be invisible and not working for some applications - Fixed color change notification updates - Fixed bug entered with build 040- Memory usage improved dramatically;- Re-entered Speed on Play Store;- Re-entered message shortcut in search results;- Included new SL3 theme, to easily restore the classic SL3 layout;- The clock is now updated according to the theme
applied;- Method introduced to avoid tiny icons when using many categories.- It's harder to include new features by mistake;- Fixed other minor bugs; SL 5 Build 073 - Fixed abnormal RAM usage after changing icon package;- Fixed day/night weather icons;- Fixed some issues with next event visualization; - Improved migration process - Updated translations - Performance
Settings – If you purchased SL Pro as a separate app, you will now be able to access premium features also in this version of the launcher! Just make sure the SL Pro is installed and updated to the latest version, it will work as an unlocker.- We've restored features that required the availability of services by following Google's decision to allow their use. - As required by the new
Play Store policy, we have applied some changes to make Smart launcher work without requiring accessibility services.- We have fixed several bugs reported in recent weeks; - Updated search bar API for web suggestions (this update is required to continue using the feature)- Improved RAM usage;- Fixed a bug that caused SL to crash while using certain applications; - Added
buttons to resize home screen widgets;- Fixed a bug that prevented file backups from being sent Android Oreo;- Fixed a bug that caused a low resolution icon when selecting photos from external sources;- Updated translations;- Fixed bugFix: if you still have problems with the new screen lock method and you want to restore the previous method, check Settings → Advanced
feature → Screen lock method. 3.25.47- Now you can add a shortcut to the drawer! Box! Chrome →Add on home screen, then click the Home button and add a shortcut to the drawer;- New screen off methods (Advanced features of the →Loka method)- Minimal mode now works much better;3.25.49 - bug fixes Updated internal libraries to the latest version. fixed bug; Improved
database multi-threaded metrics; Fixed a bug that caused a black screen on some devices; Full list of changes: stability; Added several new experimental features; Search bar suggestions (available only with Bing as a search point)Rounded search bar (Settings →Search bar → Skin → Rounded)Ability to set maximum number of search results (Settings →Search bar → Maximum
results)Improved database performance;Important fix about backup/restore function; Fixed gestures to start searching in apps and contacts; Full list of changes here: - New ability to add rounded corners to the screen for a smoother look. (Setting up → Global → Rounded Corners)- Fixed a problem that prevents some animations from performing3.22- New icon selection with icon
suggestions- New Color Picker - Selected font for drawer icons - Select widgets now much faster- Install font by simply opening a ttf or otf- Restore backup file by simply opening .slbk from File Explorer
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